Wear Leveling in SSDs Considered Harmful
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ABSTRACT
We argue that wear leveling in SSDs does more harm than good under modern settings where the endurance limit is in the hundreds. To support this claim, we evaluate existing wear leveling techniques and show that they exhibit anomalous behaviors and produce a high write amplification. These findings are consistent with a recent large-scale field study on the operational characteristics of SSDs. We discuss the option of forgoing wear leveling and instead adopting capacity variance in SSDs, and show that the capacity variance extends the lifetime of the SSD by up to $2.94 \times$.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Wear leveling (WL) in solid-state drives (SSDs) seeks to equalize the amount of wear so that no cells prematurely fail prior to the end of the SSD’s lifetime [3, 6–8, 10]. While there are different approaches to implementing WL (from static [3, 6, 10] to dynamic [7, 8]), the underlying goal is to use younger blocks with fewer erases more than the older blocks. Static wear leveling techniques [3, 6, 10], in particular, proactively relocate data within an SSD, thereby incurring additional write amplification for the sake of equalizing the number of erases. Dynamic wear leveling [7, 8], on the other hand, combines WL with other SSD-internal tasks such as garbage collection, reducing the efficiency of victim block selection. In other words, WL techniques incur additional wear-out to increase the overall lifetime of the SSD.

Ideally, the wear leveling algorithm would minimize its overhead while maximizing its effectiveness. However, a recent large-scale field study on millions of SSDs reveals that the WL techniques in modern SSDs present limited effectiveness and are far from perfect [23]. This study shows that some WL algorithms are unable to achieve their intended goal as some of the blocks wear out $6 \times$ faster than the average. Furthermore, some SSDs exhibit a median write amplification factor (WAF) of around 100, although the cause of this cannot be definitive. With the endurance limit of flash memory steadily decreasing, as shown in Figure 1, it will become increasingly challenging to design an effective (equal wear) yet efficient (low write amplification) wear leveler.

To understand the underlying reasons for the ineffectiveness of WL in SSDs, we evaluate three representative WL techniques [3, 6, 7] that have been compared against a wide variety of other WLs [5, 10, 15, 24, 28, 30, 33]. Our experiments find that WL algorithms produce a counter-productive
result where the erase counts diverge, increasing the spread rather than reducing it. This happens when the WL attempts to move data that it incorrectly perceives to be cold into old blocks. In addition, we observe that WL-induced WAF can reach as high as 11.49 where WL’s attempt to achieve a tight distribution of erase count comes at the cost of a high WAF.

Instead of designing a new wear leveling algorithm that patches these issues, we fundamentally ask if wear leveling is worth the trouble. Wear leveling exists to maintain the fixed capacity abstraction, when in reality, the underlying media for SSDs fail partially [26]. Instead, we explore and quantify the benefits of capacity variance in an SSD that gracefully reduces its capacity as flash memories become bad [18]. Our experimental results show that capacity variance allows up to 84% more writes to the SSD with wear leveling, and up to 2.94× more writes without WL.

2 WEAR LEVELING: BOON OR BANE?
Motivated to reproduce the results from a recent large-scale study [23], we examine the behavior of WL algorithms under a synthetic microbenchmark. We evaluate three representative wear leveling (WL) algorithms, Dual-Pool (DP) [3], Progressive Wear Leveling (PWL) [6], Dynamic Adjustment Garbage Collection (DAGC) [7], and Table 1 summarizes their characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Comparisons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

2.2 Performance of Wear Leveling
We investigate the performance of wear leveling in the following three aspects: (1) write amplification, (2) effectiveness in equalizing the erase count, and (3) behaviors under different access footprints.

Write amplification. We measure the WL-induced write amplification (WA) by using a synthetic workload of $r/h = 0.9/0.1$ for up to 100 full-drive writes (25 TiB). The WL parameter values we experiment with are similar to those used in the prior work [3, 6, 7]. Figure 2 shows the write amplification, and we make the following four observations. First, the overall write amplification can be as high as 11.49, in which 5.4 is caused by WL. This overhead is as much as the WA caused by garbage collection. This means that for each 256 GiB user data written, wear leveling alone will create an additional 1.35 TiB of data writes internally. Second, the WA is sensitive to the WL threshold parameter, $TH$. Changing the $TH$ from 10 to 5 for the DP algorithm will amplify the amount of data written to 1.6×. Third, PWL produces a significantly high WA of 11.49 once the SSD ages beyond 80 full-drive writes. PWL is an adaptive WL algorithm, and it becomes overly aggressive at a later stage while being dormant during the early stage. Lastly, WA steadily increases over time as the SSD ages, indicating that SSD aging will accelerate as more data are written.

Table 2: Representative wear leveling algorithms.

Table 2: SSD configuration and policies. Only the parameters relevant to understanding the wear leveling behavior are shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Page size</td>
<td>4 KiB</td>
<td>Physical capacity</td>
<td>284 GiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pages per block</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>Logical capacity</td>
<td>256 GiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block size</td>
<td>1 MiB</td>
<td>Over-provisioning</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block allocation</td>
<td>FIFO</td>
<td>Garbage collection</td>
<td>Greedy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1Our extension is available at https://github.com/ZiyangJiao/FTLSim-WL.
Wear leveling effectiveness. We measure the distribution of erase count under a synthetic workload as shown in Figure 3. We perform 100 full-drive writes (25 TiB) using a workload with \( r/h = 0.9/0.1 \) (Figure 3a), and with \( r/h = 0.5/0.5 \) (Figure 3b).

With \( r/h = 0.9/0.1 \), as shown in Figure 3a, all configurations of DP and PWL show a worse distribution of erase counts than not running WL (NoWL). DP and PWL show a concave dip in the CDF curve, indicating a bimodal distribution of erase counts. NoWL, on the other hand, shows a nearly vertical line, meaning that the erase counts are more tightly distributed. We consider this to be a performance anomaly of wear leveling because it behaves the opposite of what is expected. We examine the bimodal distribution of DP(5) and find that the blocks associated with the cold pool are older than those in the hot pool. The DP algorithm’s underlying assumption is that blocks containing hot data are older than blocks with cold data, and it compares the erase count of the oldest block in the hot pool and the youngest block in the cold pool. If the youngest block in the cold pool happens to be older than the oldest block in the hot pool, however, it will still trigger the swap between the two blocks, causing this inversion. DAGC also achieves good evenness but amplifies data writes by 18% compared to NoWL.

On the other hand, with a uniformly random workload (Figure 3b), there is a negligible difference among DP, PWL, and NoWL. This is because, with a uniform workload, all blocks are used equally, and there is little room for wear leveling. We do observe, however, that DP(5) still exhibits a performance anomaly though at a smaller degree than under \( r/h = 0.9/0.1 \) (cf. Figure 3a) As for DAGC, the overall efficiency for garbage collection is reduced as its victim selection considers both valid ratio and erase count, incurring 15% more data writes than NoWL.

These experiments show that WL algorithms are a double-edged sword. As shown in Figure 3a, it can make the distribution of wear worse than not running WL at all. On the other hand, it can achieve good wear leveling but at a high cost of accelerated overall wear state.

Small access footprint. Here we explore the performance of wear leveling when the accesses are restricted to a small address space (5% of total) using two synthetic workloads, \( r/h = 0.9/0.1 \) and \( r/h = 0.5/0.5 \), as shown in Figure 4.

Overall, we observe that most WL techniques are effective in equalizing the erase count, as shown by the near-vertical CDF curve in both Figure 4a and Figure 4b. NoWL, on the other hand, shows a bimodal distribution between used blocks and unused blocks in both workloads. We also observe that when the workload is skewed (Figure 4a), the WL techniques achieve this evenness by amplifying the amount of data writes, as shown by the rightward shift in the CDF curves. For a uniform workload, on the other hand (Figure 4b), the overall write amplification from wear leveling is much lower as data are equally likely to be invalidated.

Unlike the results from Figure 3a and Figure 3b where the entire logical address space is written, WL is effective only when a small fraction of the address space is used, restricting its overall usefulness.
2.3 Summary of Findings

Table 4 summarizes the effectiveness of WL from our experiments using synthetic workloads. Only when the access pattern is uniform and footprint is small, WL is beneficial; otherwise, it is detrimental or has negligible effect.

Instead of proposing a new wear leveling algorithm that solves both the write amplification overhead and performance anomaly, we question the circumstances that require wear leveling and examine its necessity in the next section.

Table 4: Qualitative effectiveness of wear leveling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Large footprint</th>
<th>Skewed access</th>
<th>Uniform access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anomalous</td>
<td>Negligible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Figure 3a)</td>
<td>(Figure 3b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small footprint</td>
<td>Write amplified</td>
<td>Effective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Figure 4a)</td>
<td>(Figure 4b)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 CASE STUDY ON CAPACITY VARIANCE

If the interface were to allow a reduction in the SSD’s exported capacity, WL becomes unnecessary as it does not need to ensure that all blocks wear out evenly. The idea of capacity variance is not new [18]: the Zoned Namespace (ZNS) specification allows zones to be taken offline [34], effectively shrinking the SSD’s capacity. In this section, we study such a case of capacity reduction and the overall lifetime of the SSD with and without WL.

We implement a capacity-variant SSD on the extended FTLSim [9] from §2 and use the SSD configuration in Table 2 for our evaluation. However, we set the endurance limit to 500 erases, a typical level for QLC [21, 22], and once a block reaches this, it will be mapped out and no longer used in the SSD, effectively reducing the SSD’s physical capacity. For the fixed capacity SSD, the SSD is considered to reach its end of life once the physical capacity becomes smaller than its logical capacity: the SSD is considered to have failed once this happens. On the other hand, the capacity-variant SSD gracefully reduce its capacity below the initial logical space, to a user defined threshold (if set) or as low as the access footprint for the workload. For a capacity-variant SSD, if the logical capacity can no longer be reduced without losing user data, the SSD is considered to have failed.

For the workload, we use nine real-world block I/O traces that were collected from running YCSB [36], a virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) [19], and Microsoft production servers (WBS, DTRS, DAP-PS, LM-TBE, MSN-CFS, MSN-BEFS, RAD-BE) [17]. In particular, the Microsoft production traces are outdated, but we use it to include a wider variety of workloads. The traces are modified into a 256GiB range (the logical capacity of the SSD), and all the requests are aligned to 4KiB boundaries. Similar to the synthetic workload evaluation, the SSD is pre-conditioned with one sequential full-drive write and three random full-drive writes on the entire logical space. The traces run in a loop indefinitely, continuously generating I/O until the SSD becomes unusable. Table 3 summarizes the trace workload characteristics.

We evaluate the following eight designs.

- **Fix_NoWL** runs no WL on a fixed capacity SSD.
- **Fix_DP** runs DP(5) on a fixed capacity SSD.
- **Fix_PWLC** runs PWL(50) on a fixed capacity SSD.
- **Var_NoWL** runs no WL on a capacity-variant SSD.
- **Var_DP** runs DP(5) on a capacity-variant SSD.
- **Var_PWLC** runs PWL(50) on a capacity-variant SSD.
- **Var_DGC** runs DGC on a capacity-variant SSD.

Figure 5 shows the amount of data written to the SSD before failure for the nine I/O traces. The y-axis is in terms of the number of drive writes. For example, for 100 drive writes, 25TiB of data have been written. Overall, we observe that with fixed capacity SSDs, running WL is better than not running WL, but only by a small margin: Fix_DP extends the lifetime by only 13% on average compared to Fix_NoWL, and with workloads such as VDI and DTRS, Fix_DP and Fix_DGC perform worse than Fix_NoWL. However, with

Table 3: Trace workload characteristics. YCSB-A is from running YCSB [36], VDI is from a virtual desktop infrastructure [19], and the remaining 7 (from WBS to RAD-BE) are from Microsoft production servers [17].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Footprint (GiB)</th>
<th>Avg. write size (KiB)</th>
<th>Hotness (r/h)</th>
<th>Sequentiality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YCSB-A</td>
<td>User session recording</td>
<td>89.99</td>
<td>50.48</td>
<td>64.69/35.31</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDI</td>
<td>Virtual desktop infrastructure</td>
<td>255.99</td>
<td>17.99</td>
<td>64.45/35.55</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBS</td>
<td>Windows build server</td>
<td>56.05</td>
<td>27.82</td>
<td>60.34/39.66</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTRS</td>
<td>Developer tools release</td>
<td>150.63</td>
<td>31.85</td>
<td>54.20/45.80</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAP-PS</td>
<td>Advertisement payload</td>
<td>36.06</td>
<td>97.20</td>
<td>55.62/44.98</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM-TBE</td>
<td>Map service backend</td>
<td>239.49</td>
<td>61.90</td>
<td>60.29/39.71</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSN-CFS</td>
<td>Storage metadata</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>12.92</td>
<td>69.28/30.72</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSN-BEFS</td>
<td>Storage backend file</td>
<td>31.42</td>
<td>11.62</td>
<td>70.18/29.82</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAD-BE</td>
<td>Remote access backend</td>
<td>14.73</td>
<td>13.02</td>
<td>65.51/34.49</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
capacity variance, not running WL is better than running WL by a large margin: \text{Var}_{\text{NoWL}} extends the lifetime by 86% on average, and as much as 2.94× for \text{RAD-BE}. We explain this result by the measurement of write amplification caused by wear leveling, shown in Figure 6.

Workloads with a relatively small footprint. We observe that capacity variance is most effective on workloads such as DAP-PS, MSN-CFS, and \text{RAD-BE}. These workloads are characterized by a small access footprint where gracefully reducing the capacity achieves more lifetime extension than WL. Specifically, capacity variance without wear leveling allows 2.94× more data to be written to the SSD for \text{RAD-BE}.

MSN-BEFS also has a small footprint, but we observe a comparatively lower lifetime extension of 0.91×. In fact, the lifetime of \text{Fix}_{\text{NoWL}} isn’t too far off from that of \text{Fix}_{\text{DP}}, only 5% less. The reason for this is due to garbage collection: This workload contains a lot of small random writes, causing garbage collection to be active, dwarfing the WL-induced WAF. Because of this, MSN-BEFS only allows 145 full-drive writes (36.27 TiB) even for the capacity-variant SSD.

Workloads with a relatively large footprint. LM-TBE and VDI are two workloads with the largest footprint, and the benefit of capacity variance is diminished in such workloads. However, we find that capacity variance still achieves the similar lifetime extension compared to the best case via WL under this scenario: for VDI, \text{Fix}_{\text{PWL}} extends the lifetime by only 3.1% compared to \text{Var}_{\text{NoWL}}, and for LM-TBE, \text{Fix}_{\text{DP}} extends it by only 3.6% compared to \text{Var}_{\text{NoWL}}. A large footprint means that there is little to gain from reducing the capacity as data are still in use. For LM-TBE, the large sequential write with relatively high uniformity causes the write amplification for WL to be small, as low as 1.18. This allows wear leveling to squeeze more writes out of the SSD. DTRS is one of the rare occasions where not running WL is better in a fixed capacity SSD. \text{Fix}_{\text{NoWL}} allows 18% more writes compared to \text{Fix}_{\text{DP}}, and 7% more compared to \text{Fix}_{\text{DAGC}}. This is due to the high write amplification of wear leveling. Although the write access pattern of DTRS is fairly uniform, we suspect that a wear leveling anomaly occurred, causing a subset of blocks to age rapidly. Introducing capacity variance extends the lifetime for all three cases, however, with \text{Var}_{\text{NoWL}} extending the lifetime by 24% compared to \text{Fix}_{\text{DP}}. \text{Var}_{\text{PWL}} outperforms \text{Var}_{\text{NoWL}}, but the difference is only 3%.

4 DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORK

Wear leveling is a mature and well-understood topic in both academia and industry, but getting it right has proven to be difficult as shown by the recent large-scale field study [23]. This study on millions of modern SSDs shows that some blocks wear out 6× faster than the average, revealing the ineffectiveness of wear leveling algorithms. We discuss related work on wear leveling and file system support necessary for capacity variance.

Wear leveling and write amplification. There exists a large body of work on garbage collection and its associated write amplification (WA) for SSDs, from analytical approaches [9, 12, 27, 37] to experimental results [4, 16, 38]. However, there is surprisingly limited work that measures the WA caused by wear leveling (WL), and they often rely on a back-of-the-envelope calculation for estimating the overhead and lifetime [39]. Even those that perform a more rigorous study evaluate the efficacy of WL by measuring the amount of writes the SSD can endure [6, 14, 20, 35] or the distribution of erase count [1, 3, 13]; only the Dual-Pool algorithm [3] present the overhead of WL.
File system support. Using a capacity-variant SSD would need support from the file system. Thankfully, the current system design can make this transition less painful for the following reasons. First, the TRIM command, widely supported by interface standards such as NVMe allows the file system to explicitly declare that the data (at the specified addresses) are no longer in use. This allows the SSD to discard the data safely and would help determine if the exported capacity can be gracefully reduced. Second, modern files systems can safely compact their content so that the data in use are contiguous in the logical address space. Log-structure file systems such as F2FS support this more readily, but file system defragmentation can also achieve the same effect in-place update file systems such as ext4. Lastly, zoned namespace (ZNS), a new abstraction for storage devices that gained significant interest in the research community [2, 11, 32], already supports shrinking the device capacity by taking zones offline [34]. The capacity variance potentially incurs overhead for the file system to relocate data from one logical space to another. Naively, the file system would relocate not only the data at the high address space, but also update any metadata for the block allocation and inode. A more advanced command such as SHARE [25] can be used to reduce the relocation overhead.

5 CONCLUSION

From a system design standpoint, it is easier to build the storage stack with a fixed capacity abstraction. However, this abstraction requires the implementation of a wear leveling in SSDs that is surprisingly both ineffective and inefficient. Furthermore, with increasing flash memory block size and decreasing endurance limit for flash, we expect the wear leveling problem to exacerbate in the near future. We believe it is necessary to re-think the benefits and costs of the wear leveling in SSDs and the block interface abstraction.
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